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Object of study. The purpose of the study was to determine the 
rate and amount of raintall and run-ott to use in the design ot a 
systfD. of tlood protection tor Houston, Texas, and the Houston Ship 
Channel. The value ot the areas subject to overflow made the study 
ot vital interest to the Corps ot Engineers in its deSign ot the 
project. Directions from the Chiet of Engineers instructed the 
GalTeston District Ottice to make a complete study ot the possible 
raintall in the area, the maximum rate at which that quantity might 
tall, and the probable run-otf produced by such a stom. The general 
method ot approach to the problem is one developed largely wi thin the 
Corps ot Engineers. The particular method used was outlined by the 
wri ter and consisted ot the follOwing steps: 
1. A comprehensive study ot all the large storms ot 
record in Texas. (This includes the most intense stoms in 
the United states.) 
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2. Particular study ot the largest storm (1899), the 
most intense stom (192l), the largest ot record on the basin 
(1935), the largest isolated stom on the basin with complete 
rainfall and run-ott records (1938). 
3. study ot the possibility ot a large storm vis1ting 
the area. 
4. Derivation ot a distribution graph trom the 1938 
rainfall and run-ott data. 
5. Check ot the distributlon graph against known st01'mS. 
6. Extrapolatlon of the observed data to predict the 
run-ott trom a storm with the volume ot the one ot 1899 and 
the rate of the one ot 1921. 
7. Conclusions as to the peak tlows to be handled by 
a tlood control system. 
Note: Not included here is the turther study carried out by 
the writer ot a plan ot tlood control submitted by local interests 
and the study ot a plan ot tlood control proposed by the writer and 
tavorably accepted by the Chlef ot Englneers, U. S. A:rm.y. 
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HYDROLOGY STUDY - BUFFALO BAYOU BASIN, TKXAS 
A. GENERAL. 
1. Topography. 
a. The prinoiple stream drainillg through Houston is Buffalo 
Bayou. Buffalo Bayou has its souroe in the gently sloping prairie 
bordering the ooast of Texas. The stream flows eastward 75 miles in a 
narrow and tortuous ohannel, and enters the San Jaointo River 9 miles 
above the mouth of the latter at the head of Galveston Bay. The oity 
of Houston oocupies an area of 70 square miles on both sides of the 
ohannel. Its upper and lower limits are 31 and 12 miles, respectively, 
above the mouth. The Houston Ship Channel , with an authorized depth 
of 34 feet. extends from deep water at the entrance to Galveston Bay. 
northward 25 miles across the open shallow waters of the bay to Morgan 
POint, thence northwest and west an addi tiona! 25 miles up San Jaointo 
Bay and River and Bu1'falo Bayou to a turning basin in the City of 
Houston; whence a light draft ohannel oontinues up the bayou an addi-
tional distanoe of 6i miles to the mouth of White Oak Bayou at Main 
street. The city, the Houston Ship Channel Navigation District and 
numerous private interests have oonstruoted extensive terminal facili-
ties along the upper reaches ot the deep-draft ohannel and along the 
1 
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shallow-draft channel. The mean range ot tide decreases tram 103 teet 
in lower Galveston Bay to less than 0.5 toot in San Jacinto River and 
Buftalo Bayou. The drainage baSin, shown on Fig. 1, is roughly 50 
miles long and up to 30 miles in width. It rises gently toward the 
northwest at a rate ot less than 3 teet per mile. The water oourses 
are usually heavily wooded, but elsewhere the vegetal covering is 
limited chietly to coarse native grasses. The relative impermeability 
ot the surtace soils taoilitates the rapid run-ott ot tlood waters. 
Buftalo Bayou traverses the business section at the c~ty. As shown 
on the sketch map ot Houston, Fig. 2, aDd aerial photograph, Figo 3, 
the increasing value ot lands in this cCllDl1ercial area has resulted 
in encroacl:lment upon the tlood plain ot Buftalo Bayou by buildings 
adjacent to the channel and eyen over it. There are no bridges over 
the Houston Ship Ohannel below the tuming basin. NUIIlerous bridges 
cross Buftalo Bayou above the turniDg basin and present serious 
obstructions to the tlow ot tloodwaters, particularly those bridges 
above the contluence ot White Oak: and Bu.ttalo Bayou. (See aocompanying 
photographs Figs. 4 to 6.) 
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Fig. 5. The Milam street Bridge, seriously damaged by the 
1935 tlood., looking downstream. 
• 
Fig. 6. The restricted channel at the Preston Avenue Bridge, 
looking upstream toward Farmer's Market. 
b. Mound Creek, a gully draining some 70 square miles ot 
comparatively steep land about equally in Waller and Harris Counties, 
debouches into tairly level land at the head 01' Big Cypress Creek. A 
small depression leading to Big Cypress Creek is an inadequate channel 
tor the rapid run-ott from Mound Creek. As a result, it is estimated 
that a considerable portion 01' the peak run-ott, due to a heavy rain, 
flows trom the Mound Creek area into Buffalo Bayou watershed. The 
area contributing a part 01' its tlow is outlined by the short dashed 
line on the locality map accompanying this paper as Fig. No.1. The 
portion 01' the area in· Waller County has not be8ll mapped adequately 
as yet and the sketched outline was obtained by a careful study 01' 
aerial photographs. Surveys now underway will determine the land 
actually contributing. The Buffalo Bayou drainage area above Wh1 te 
Oak Bayou, as rec8lltly revised by surveys and studies 01' aerial maps, 
is 362 square miles. The area contributing during storms large 
enough to cause overflow at Cypress Creek, is 432 square miles. (See 
Fig. 1, the discussion in Part D, par. 2 and profile along Mound 
Creek, Cypress Creek and the Buftalo Bayou divide, shown on Fig. 29.) 
c. White Oak Bayou, with its tributary, Little White Oak 
Bayou, is the principal tributary 01' Bu1'1'aloBayou above the turning 
basin 01' the Houston Ship Channel. The drainage basin lies entirely 
in Harris County north of Houston and contains about 114 square miles. 
The basin is 21 miles long and 7 miles wide at the widest part. The 
upper portion 01' the stream traverses a Houston residential district 
3 
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and the lower portion traverses a portion of the business district 
before joining Buffalo Bayou at Main street. Numerous bridges cross 
the stream and restrict its high water flow. During the 1935 flood 
there was noticeable flow fram White Oak Bayou to Buffalo Bayou 
across low ground on the right bank of White Oak Bayou in the vicinity 
of Shepherd Drive (Bee Fig. 1). The channel is tortuous, and overgroWll 
wi th brush above the low water line, with consequent poor stream dis-
charge characteristics at high stages. The stages at the lower portion 
are raised by backwater from Butfalo Bayou and it is diftic:ult, i1' not 
impossible, to deter.mine 1'lood 1'lows 1'ram stage relations with the 
limited data available. 
2. Soils. 
a. The soils 01' the Bu:f'1'alo Bayou region represent the out-
crops 01' the Lissie and Beaumont 1'or.matians and consist, respectively, 
01' Kat l' 1'ine sandy loam and Lake Charles clay. In their natural state 
these soils support only a scattering growth 01' timber and are covered 
by coarse native grasses such as carpet grass, sedge grass, bear grass, 
and saw grass. The Kat l' 1'ine sandy loam is generally poorly drained 
and this poor drainage is accentuated by the 1'act that it is tmderlain 
at depths 01' 2 to 3 1'eet by a tight fine sandy clay. The Lake Charles 
clay is also poorly drained and, due to its texture, does not in the 
natural state, allow much percolation 01' water. Both soils are much 
improved by drainage, to provide which several drainage districts 
bave been organized. 
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3. Climatic Conditions. 
a. Climatic conditions surrounding Houston are typical of 
the Gulf plains areas. The normal annual rainfall is about 47 inches, 
wi th a minimum. annual rainfall of 17.66 inches and a maximum. annual 
rainfall of 72.86 inches. The normal annual temperature is 69 degrees, 
with a minimum annual temperature of 67.5 and a maximum. annual tempera-
ture of 71.5 degrees. 
4. Available Data on Rainfall. 
a. In the 265,896 square miles in Texas some 490 official 
and cooperative rainfall stations have been in opar'ation during the 
history of the U. S. Weather Bureau. Many of the stations have been 
operated intermittently and the records are of varying value. In the 
476 square miles of the Buffalo Bayou drainage area above Main street 
(this area includes White Oak and Little White Oak Bayous drainage 
basins) there are no official stations. However, the Houston station 
and nine others are in the 1mmedi ate vicinity. To aid in obtaining 
infonnation in the baSin, the City of Houston in~alled several stick 
gages after the 1929 flood. Unfortunately, the value of the observa-
tions has been decreased by the poor record keeping. Very small 
allotments of mlmicipal funds were made for the purpose. There was a 
noticeable lack of system of recording. Many of the records in the 
files were lost. During the December stom of 1935, which caused the 
largest flood of record, valuable unofficial records were obtained by 
interested residents of the locality. Five of the city gages measured 
the rainfall, but the best infomation on the rate of rainfall came from 
5 
a farmer at Westfield who recorded the time of filling of a oan in his 
yard. (See discussion of the 1935 storm in Part B, par. 4.) Records 
obtained from the unofficial sources are of great value in studying the 
storm, as the U. S. Weather Bureau Houston station was outside the area 
of heaviest rainfall. 
b. In 1936 and 1937 the city of Houston established five 
strategically located reoording gages in the basin. The operation of 
those gages was of great value in Yay of 1938 during the occurrence of 
a one-day storm over the watershed. Mass ourves, prepared trom the 
records and shown on Fig. 19, were used in the derivation of distribution 
graphs for both Buttalo Bayou and White Oak Bayou which are included as 
Figs. 'Zland 28. 
c. U. S. Weather Bureau records are available for the Houston 
station since l889, but the station can serve as a guide only since the 
heaviest rainfall in all the important storms with which we are concerned 
was observed in areas away from Houston. 
5. Available Data on Run-otf. 
a. No information pertaining to stream discharge is available 
before 1929 for Bu1'talo Bayou. During the 1929 flood the city of Houston 
obtained several observations at the Capitol Avenue bridge. The observa-
tions were made by current m.eter at a depth of one foot and the mean dis-
charge computed by multiplying the observed value by a constant. The 
peak discharge at this location was computed ~s 18,500 c.f.s. A reliable 
discharge JJydrograph, was prepared from the information obtained by the 
City, is inoluded as Fig. 31. 
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h. It is unfortunate that in the December 1935 storm the 
city was unable to obtain, with its own personnel, reliable discharge 
measurements on Buttalo and White Oak Bayous. Due to the numerous 
rescue and salvage activities of the City engineering force during 
the flood, it was impossible to delegate experienced men to the task 
of obtaining discharge measurements. For that reason, the city was 
able to make only one reliable observation. At the San Jacinto street 
bridge at a stage 1.6 feet below the crest of the flood, the measured 
discharge was 49,000 c.f.s. and the crest flow, as computed by the U. S. 
Geological Survey, was 56,600 c.f.s. The latter value is a reliable 
figure for the ma:x1mum combined flow of Buffalo Bayou and White Oak 
Bayou during the 1935 flood. 
c. Several measurElllents of discharge were obtained by a 
local consulting engineer and numerous discharge hydrographs derived 
therefrom. These ~drographs, without the supporting data, were 
furnished to the city but are not considered reliable and, therefore, 
are not included in this report. The peak discharges are probably 
accurate, but the slopes of the bydrographs below the peaks are 
apparently incorrect. In one instance the base·width of the discharge 
bydrograph is shorter than the duration of the rain on the baSin. As 
a result, it is extremely'difficult to estimate the duration of the 
flow or to detemine the total run-off from the various streams during 
the 1935 flood. 
d. In May 1936, the U. S. Geological Survey established a 
recording gage at Yale Street bridge over White Oak Bayou and at Waugh 
7 
Drive bridge over Buffalo Bayou. (For locations, see Fig. 2. That 
same month a sto~ over the basin produced a flow measured of 9,650 
c.f.s. on Buffalo Bayou. Information obtained by U.S.G.B. and U. S. 
Engineer forc-es during May and June in 1936 bas been used in the con-
struction of a reliable rating curve for low flows. By combining the 
low flow data obtained in 1936 with the 1929 flow obtained by the city, 
a rating curve can be constructed for flows up to 25,000 c.f. s. No 
accurate extension to higher flows is obtainable. 
e. On May 16, 1938, a 12-hour storm occurred that produced 
flows equal to those of May 1936. Measurements were obtained by U. B. 
Engineer forces that verified the UoB.G.B. rating curve for Butfalo 
Bayou at Waugh Drive. 
f. No reliable information is available for llihi te Oak: 
Bayou flow during the 1929 flood. The only information pertaining to 
the 1935 flood is a hydrograph su1:mitted by the local consulting engi-
neer mentioned above Par. 5, b, preceding. In May 1936 the U. B. 
Geological Survey obtained measuremEnts at Yale street atter the peak: 
bad passed. However, their estimate of the peak flow is 4,000 c.f.s. 
In May 1938 sutficient discharge measurements were obtained by U. S. 
Engineer forces to verity the U.S. G.B. rating curve and increase its 
range slightlyo All the infomation concerning run-otf from White Oak: 
Bayou has been derived tram measurements made above the mouth of Little 
White Oak: Bayou, in order to avoid the backwater effects fran Butfalo 
Bayou. 
g. No reliable measurements have been obtained of the floW' 
from the 20 square mile Little White Oak Bayou drainage basin. 
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6. Meteorology and Rainfall • 
a. The Butf'alo Bayou basin is in an area tul:f'illing all the 
requirements f'or extreme precipitation in both rate and quantity. The 
basin is near the Gulf' of' Mexico, the source of' the warm moisture laden 
tropical air masses that make possible protracted intense storms. Al-
thought the basin is somewhat south of' the region of' most active f'rontal 
f'or.matian it has been subject to conditions causing precipitation almost 
as rapid as any along the Balcones Fault zone. (In 1935, 20.6 inches 
f'ell in 35 hours at Westf'ield.) There are no topographic f'eatures to 
prevent the continual ingress of' large quantities of' moist air, nor are 
there any f'eatures to prevent the invasion of the area by a dense cold 
air mass wedge that by its li:f'ting ef'f'eet, might supply the "trigger" 
action necessary to start precipitation. The area also is directly in 
the path of tropical hurricanes and subject to the heavy precipitation 
usually accompanying such storms. However, the stoms producing the 
maximum rainfall in Texas have not been of' the hurricane type. A flood 
control systEID. f'or Houston may at allY' time, be subjected to storms 
equal to allY' of' record in Texas, and greatly in excess of any so f'ar 
experienced over the basin. Some 52 Central Texas and coastal storms 
of' the past have been studied in order to dete~e the worst stom 
of' record and to study the area-rainfall and rate-of'-rainfall character-
istics of the various storms. 
b. Because of the comparatively small size of the Bu:f'f'alo 
Bayou baSin, the storms of' most value are those showing the most rapid 
rainfall over areas equal to that of' Butf'alo Bayou. Fi ve storms were 
9 
studied in detail and many others were studied sufticiently to allow 
their reasonable elimination trom further d~tailed study. Special 
emphasis was placed on the June 27 - July 1, 1899, stom at Hearne 
and Turnersville. Texas. and the September 6-10, 1921, storm centered 
near Taylor, Tex.as. Both stoms are important indications ot what 
might occur over the Buftalo Bayou Basin. Liberal use was made ot 
the work ot Mr. Gail B. Hathaway ("Special Report on Hydrological 
studies, Possum Hingdom Projecttt ) in the study ot these stoms. 
(See discussion ot 1899 storm under Part B, SPl!OIFIC STORMS). 
c. The December 6-8, 1935, storm, centered at Westtield, 
Tex.as. caused the worst tlood ot record on Buftalo and White Oak 
Bayous at Houston. Special studies were made ot that. rainfall. The 
May 24-30. 1929, storm. caused the second highest tlood ot recent 
history in Houston. This also has been studied extensively. The 
work ot the HOuston City Engineering Department has been ot value 
on conditions subsequent to 1929. 
d. A one-day storm centered over the Buftalo Bayou basin 
on May 16, 1938, has been studied as a means ot deriving a distribu-
tion graph tor the basin. No other short stoms ot appreciable size 
have occurred over the area since the basin was equipped with recording 
rain and stream gages. 
e. The data used in the storm studies were taken trom 
published and unpublished Uo S. Weather Bureau intomation, supple-
mented by reliable unotticial records where such were available. 
10 
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7. Past Floods. 
a. The city of Houston was founded in 1835. The first 
flood of consequence thereafter was in 1854. One maj or flood has 
occurred in each of the years 1875, 1879, 1907, 1929, and 1935. The 
most destructive of these floods was that of December 1935. Records 
of stages and photographs, made by old residents, indicate that the 
flood discharges in order of increasing magnitude·were about as 
follows: 1854, 1907, 1875, 1879, 1929, 1935. No discharge maasure-
ments were made of allY floods prior to 1929 and all conclusions as 
to the relative sizes of earlier floods are based on statEllll8nts con-
tained in the newspapers published at the time and photographs of a 
foundation wall on Buffalo Bayou at the foot of Fannin Street. one 
block downstream from llain street. The 1935 flood crest exceeded 
previous flood crests by about six feet at Fannin street and exceeded 
the 1929 flood crest by eight feet •. (See profile included as Fig. 7). 
b. The 1935 flood caused the loss of eight lives and 
property damage of $2,500,000 in the city of Houston. Commerce within 
the city was disrupted. A serious fire and health hazard existed. 
Utilities were interrupted. The Port ot Houston was idle for a period 
of three days because ot excessive currents in the Ship channel and 
further delays were caused by silt deposits. The 1929 flood resulted 
in no loss of life and damages were estimated at about $1,400,000. 
(See photograph of the 1935 tloods, Fig. 8). 
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Fig. 8. View ot the Farmer's Market area during the 1935 
tlood at a stage approximately six teet below the 
crest. 
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B. SPBDD!'IC STORMS. 
1. 1899, :rune 27 - :ruly 1, at Hearne, Tems. 
a. Several reports have been written on the 1899 storm in 
Central Texas. The Monthly Weather Review for :ruly 1899 published by 
the U. S. Weather Bureau contains an account of the storm and the 
extensive damage caused by floods resulting from the storm. Estimated 
damages amounted to $9,000,000. Between 30 and 35 lives were lost. 
The state of Texas Reclamation Department Bulletin No. 18 and No. 25, 
dealing with excessive rainfall in Texas, and the Miami Conservancy 
District Technical Report, Part V, 1936, give brief accounts of the 
storm. The most complete analysis and study of the 1899 storm, based 
on a thorough study of meteorological conditions and a careful search 
of all sources for rainfall data, is that of Mr. Gail Hathaway in 
"Hydrological studies for Possum Kingdom Project", made for the U. S. 
District Engineer, Mineral Wells District at Mineral Wells, Texas, in 
:rune 1937. 
b. A maj or point brought out by Mr. Hathaway was that the 
rainfall figure of 24 inches at Hearne, published in the Texas Recla-
mation Department Bulletin No. 25 and accepted by most authorities, 
was an incomplete reading and should have been more nearly 34.5 inches. 
As a result of c:ambining all the information obtained and making such 
cbanges in previously published data as were indicated, the storm 
probably occurred as shown on l!'igure 9. It should be noted tbat two 
defini te storm centers showed excessive rainfall, probably over the 
12 
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largest area of record in the United States. By computing the areas 
inside the lines of equal rainfall on Figure 9 a curve of area plotted 
against average intensity of rainfall was prepared. This curve, in-
cluded as Figure 10, indicates the large size of the storm. by the 
fact that 400 square miles of area were covered by 29 inches of rain-
fall, and that 10 inches fell over 50,000 square miles. One inch or 
more of rain fell over an area 500 miles long and 300 miles wi de, or 
150,000 square miles. 
c. The rate of rainfall at various points was studied by 
Mr. Hathaway. Information on rate of rainfall is more difficult to 
obtain than information on the total rain. The rate of fall requires 
periodic readings during the storm, while the total rainfall can be 
obtained by one reading after the rainfall has ceased. In the 1899 
storm, rates of rainfall were not observed as completely as they 
would be today with recording gages, but it is thought that, the rate 
at Hearne during the storm has been exceeded by only one or two other 
Tems storms. A recording gage record of the 1921 storm at Taylor 
indicates maximum rates of 10.5 inches of rain in 3 hours, 19.0 inches 
in 15 hours, 23.11 inches in 24 hours, and 23.98 inches in 35 hours. 
Maximum rates for the 1899 Hearne storm were 17.7 inches in 15 hours, 
and 24 inches in 24 hours. Estimates of rates during the 1921 storm 
ran as high as 30 inches in 15 hours. (See Monthly Weather Renew 
September 1921). Had more complete readings been obtained on the 
1899 storm they might have indicated rates for the shorter intervals 
equal to those of the 1921 storm. 
13 
d. From an extensive study ot meteorological conditions 
existing at the time, Mr. Hathaway has deduced the cause ot the 1899 
stom. to have been the squeezing ot a warm, moisture-laden Gult air 
mass by the convergence ot partially encompassing cooler air masses, 
resulting in the torced ascension ot the Gult air, with the consequent 
intense raintall. There seems to be ample possibility ot such a con-
dition arising over the Buttalo Bayou baSin, with results approaching 
the 1899 stom.. 
14 
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2. 1921, September 6-10 at Taylor, Texas. 
a. The 1899 stom record ot 34.5 inches at Hearne indicates 
one ot the maximum measured raintalls, while the rainfall near Taylor 
in 1921 probably tell at a greater rate and reached almost the same 
measured total, according to reliable but unotticial observations. The 
U. S. Weather Bureau recording gage at Taylor measured 23.11 inches in 
a 24-hour period during the storm, the maximum 24-hour rainfall ot 
record tor the United states. On September 9, 1921, the recording gage 
at Taylor registered 10.5 inches in three hours from 6:45 p.m. to 9:42 
p.m. The steep slope ot the mass curve on Figo 24 indicates the 
extremely rapid rate ot rainfall during the stom, as compared to the 
1899 Hearne storm and the 1935 Westtield stom. The tlood caused by 
the rapid run-ott from the storm resulted in estimated damages ot 
$10,000,000 and the loss ot 224 lives. 
b. The cause ot the 1921 storm, as pointed out by Mr. 
Hathaway, was the squeezing ot a warm sector ot Tropical Gult air by 
moditied Polar air masses on either side. There is eY1dence that the 
primary cause ot the heavy preCipitation was not the litting by the 
Balcones tault region, but was a "squeeze" condition. 
c. In addition to the measurement on the U. S. Weather 
Bureau gage at Taylor, several persons made reliable measurements ot 
the rainfall near the center ot the storm. Mr. J. P. McAulitte states 
in the Monthly Review tor September 1921 that ftAlloWing tor all errors, 
it seems assured that in the area northeast ot Taylor some 30 inches 
ot rain tell at many places in about 15 hours." The total rainfall in 
15 
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The total rainfall in these looations probably exoeeded 36 inohes for 
the storm. 
d. The area oovered by heavy rainfall in the 1921 stom. 
was not as large as 'that in the 1899 storm. Were the storm oentered 
over the comparatively small area of the Bu:tfalo Bayou baSin, the 
resulting damage would be enormous. Suoh intense rainfall would load 
the main streams beyond their oapaoity in a few hours and then the 
storm would oontinue to add to the already exoess! ve load for hours 
more. 
e. The area-raintall oune for the 1921 storm, inoluded 
as Fig. 11, indioates the area oonrad by the storm. This ohart was 
prepared from the isohyetal map of the stom inoluded as Fig. 12-
The isohyetal ohart includes all of the rain :falling from September 6 
to SeptElllber 10, but the major portion fell in a shorter period as 
shown on the mass oum diagram, Fig. 24. The isohyetal map of the 
storm, Fig. 12, was delineated by using official Weather Bureau data 
, 
and is a reasonably aoourate general pioture of the storm, except for 
the small area where the unoffioial readings indioated 36 inches of 
rain. For that area a rainfall of 30 inches was used, as a compromise 
between the ottioial reading of 25.2 inches at Taylor and the un-
otticial reading of 36 inohes north and east of Taylor. 
f. It is realized that a great many of the largest storms 
of reoord in Texas have oocurred along the Balcones Fault zone, the 
first impo~ant topographic change met with by Tropioal air in moving 
inland. HOwever, it is believed that a storm as intense as the one of 
1921 may- occur in the viCinity of Houston, Without the aid of upward 
16 
deflection of saturated air masses caused by rising topography. The 
Buffalo Bayou region is nearer the source of the moisture than the 
fault zone. The moisture content of the warm Tropical air is greater 
over Buffalo Bayou before the air masses move farther inland. The 
fact that the cooler Continental air masses will have been ~ed in 
their movElllEllt 100 miles farther south from the fault zone tends to 
compensate for the nearness of Buffalo Bayou to the moisture source. 
It is conceded also that the Tropical air will be more stable nearer 
the source and more able to resist the squeezing aloft by Continental 
masses. However, for simplification in this study and for purposes 
of erring on the side of safety tit Will be assumed that no reduction 
of either rate or anlO'lmt of rainfall need be made in superimposing 
past Central and East Texas stor.ms over the Buffalo Bayou Basin. 
Accordingly, the stom recommended later in the paper for deSign pur-
poses is based on both the 1899 and 1921 storms. Because of the added 
safety, such an assumption does not seem 'lmreasonable in the light of 
recent experiences on the west coast during the stom of February 1938, 
or on the east coast in September 1938. In the California stom stream. 
discharge at some points was 186% of design figures. 
17 
3. 1929, May 24-31, Maximum at Rockland, Texas. 
a. The major portion ot Texas experienced heavy rainfall 
in the period Yay 24 to 31, 1929. Prior to that time intermittent 
rains had saturated the ground and tilled the streams. As a result, 
the heavy rains over the heads ot the drainage basins ot Buftalo 
Bayou and White Oak Bayou 'caused the highest flood since 18'79 on 
these streams. One 111'e was lost and damages in Houston amounted 
to about $1,400,000, inclusive of damage to the port ot Houston. 
-b. The U. S. Weather Bureau records tor the vicinity 01' 
Houston have been supplemented by information tram loeal sources to 
produee the detailed isohy'etal map 01' the atom for the period 01' 
May 24 to 30, inclusive. (See Fig. 13). The records upon which the 
detailed map is based haw been misplaced in the city ot Houston 
tiles and are not available tor cheeking. HoweYer, the work was done 
by competent engineers and is probably reliable. The i80hy'etal map 
shoWing the statewide distribution ot the rainfall for the period 01' 
May 24 to 31, inclusive, is derived trom intormation publi~ed in the 
"Climatological Data" of the U. S. Weather Bureau. Over 100 ,000 square 
miles of area in Texas received over 5 inches of rain, as shoWJl on the 
Area-Railfall curve included herein as Fig. 14. 
c. Hourly rainfall readings are available tor the Houston 
station of the U. S. Weather Bureau. The city of Houston furnished 
the U. S. Engineer Ot1'ice with daily isohy'etal maps of the storm. in 
the vicinity 01' Houston. A breakdown 01' the rainfall for l2-hour . 
periods was derived USing the Houston station-record as a guide. (In-
cluded as Fig. 30). 
18 
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4. 1935, Deoember 6-8 at Westfield, Texas. 
a. The disastrous flood of Deoember 1935 in Houston was 
oaused by general rains whioh fell over the entire eastern part of 
Texas forilhe three days of Deoember 6, 7, and 8, 1935. The heaviest 
rain fell north of Houston, and caused the worst flood in the history 
of the city. Buff'alo and White Oak Bayous overflowed their banks and 
inundated a large part of' the business district in the City, resulting 
in much damage to property. The oityts principal. pumping station was 
unable to supply water, and f'or days the City had no protection against 
tire. Immediately atter the flood, oity of'f'ioials estimated the damage 
at $2,500,000 iu direct physioal. loss, and $5,000,000 in intangible 
losses. 
b. The storm causing this damage has been studied exten-
sively in the GalT-eston Engineer Of'fice in connection with proposed 
f'lood control plans. The detailed information pertaining to the rain-
f'all during the stom was obtained largely from observations made by 
the city of Houston Engineering Department and various unof'f'icial 
observers. The City at the time of the 1935 storm was establishing 
rainfall gages throughout the Buf~alo Bayou and White Oak drainage 
basins and readings were obtained on those gages already established. 
Mr. W. E. White, Assistant City Engineer of' Houston, made trips into 
the surrounding territory atter the stor.m and obtained several readings 
made by various persons living in the areas of' heavy rainfall. 
o. One important fact about the 1935 stom is that its 
area of high preCipitation was between U. S. Weather Bureau gages. A 
19 
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map ot the storm made trom Weather Bureau otticial readings, theretore, 
does not show the true conditions ot the storm. It tails to indicate 
the heavy rains that actually tell. An isohyetal map, prepared trom 
the Weather Bureau readings published in the December 1935 "Climato- . 
logical Data", is included as Fig. 15. It should be noted that the 
rainfall on the area to the north ot Houston, it interpolated trom 
that map, would be about 9 inches. However, the records tumished 
by the city give a reading ot 20.6 inemes at Westtiald which is only 
about 20 miles north ot downtown Houston. With such an obvious dis-
crepancy between the Weather Bureau's published data and the actual 
raintall, it was necessary to make a detailed study ot the high rate 
area. Theretore, a detailed map of the storm center, based on intor-
mation tumished by the city of Houston, was prepared and is included 
herem th as Fig. 16. The area covered by heavy rainfall is small 
compared to some storms that have occurred in Texas, yet the drainage 
areas surrounding Houston received sufticient rain to exceed the run-
• 
ott capacity ot the streams draining through town. 
do By combining the information shown on Fig. 15, with that 
on Figo 16, a curve was prepared shOwing the area covered by various 
intensities ot rainfall. This curve is included as Fig. 17. From this 
curve it is seen that the average raintall over 800 square miles was 
16.0 inches and the maximum observed at any point was 20.8 inches. The 
curve is a reliable indication ot the area-intensity relation tor the 
stom, as it is derived from all the Weather Bureau readings in Texas, 
plus acceptable information trom other observers in the Houston area. 
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c. The rate at which the rain tell intluenced the extent 
ot the daDBges a great deal. The same rain talling at much slower 
rate probably would have passed ott without appreciable damage. The 
data, shown in curve torm on Fig. 18, presents a picture ot the rate 
ot raintall tor this storm. These curves were prepared trom the 
intormation turnished by the city ot Houston. The Westtield station 
recorded 20.6 inches ot rain in 36 hours and 17.5 inches in the tirst 
24 hours ot the storm. 
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5. 1938, May 16 at Katy. Texas. 
a. On May 16th, 1938 there ocourred a storm centered over 
the upper end ot the Buffalo Bayou watershed. Almost allot the rain 
tell Wi thin a period ot 12 hours as shown by the recording gage records 
obtained on six gages in the basin, (See Fig. 19 and map, Fig. 20). 
The stom was not as extensive as usual Texas storms, but the rainfall 
was sufficient to produce appreoiable tlows on both Buftalo Bayou and 
Whi te Oak Bayou. 
b. The isohyetal map ot the storm, inoluded as Fig. 21, is 
the result ot combining the data obtained :trom the oity ot Houston gages 
With the Uo S. Weather Bureau readings tor all the surrounding stations 
inside the area oovered by the storm. It is believed that the informa-
tion secured ooncerning this stom is suftioient to permit accurate 
oomputation ot the raintall. 
o. For use in deriving a distribution graph tor a small 
drainage baSin, this storm is ideal in every teature except in its 
lack ot unitormity over the watershed. (See Fig. 21). For the small 
basin'the short duration ot the storm is an aid to analysiS, but it is 
unf'ortunate that the rainfall was not more evenly distr~buted. However, 
the storm. is perhaps the best example ot a short stom that has ooourred 
oyer the basin since the establisbment ot the stream gaging stations and 
rainfall stations. Aooordingly, the storm has been used tor the deri va-
tion ot a distribution graph tor both White Oak and Buftalo Bayous, as 
shown by Figs. 27 and 28. 
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6. Additional storms studied. 
a. The following storms were plotted tram the published 
ftC1imato1ogical Dataft of the U. S. Weather Bureau. 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 
10. 
11. 
12. 
13. 
14. 
15. 
16. 
17. 
18. 
19. 
20. 
21. 
22. 
1902, June 26-28, Max. rainfall 14.22 inches, at Nacogdoches, Texas. 
1902, July 20-30, Max. rainfall 16.90 inches, at Temple, Texas. 
1903, July 1-5, Max. rainfall 12.45 inches, at Beeville, Tems. 
1907, May 28-31, Max. rainfall 12.71 inches, at Sugar1and, Texas. 
1913, oct. 1-4, Max. rainfall 14.79 inches, at Boerne, Tems. 
1913, Dec. 1-5, Max. rainfall 15.50 inches, at San Marcos, Texas. 
1914, May 26-30, Max. rainfall 11.92 inches, at Beaumont, Tems. 
1914, Aug. 5-9, Max. rainfall 12.77 inches, at Beeville, Texas. 
1915, April 21-26, Max. rainfall 16.34 inches, at Austin, Texas 
1915, Aug. 16-20, Max. rainfall 19.83 inches, at San Augustine, Texas. 
1918, Nov. 5-9, Max. rainfall 16.21 inches, at Stephenville, Tems. 
1919, July 21-25, Max. rainfall 12.86 inches, at Cuero, Texas. 
1919, Sept. 14-17,Max. rainfall 12.00 inches, at George West, Texas. 
1921, June 21-25, Max. rainfall 14.07 inches, at Austwell, Texas. 
1922, April 23-28,M.ax. rainfall 11.14 inches, at Fort Worth, Tems. 
1924, May 29-30, Max. rainfall 13.85 inches, at Conroe, Texas. 
1932, June 3O-July 2, Max. rainfall 20.28 inches, at Uvalde, Texas. 
1932, Aug. 29-Sept. 7,Max. rainfall 20.08 inches, near Fairfield, Texas. 
1933, July 22-27, Max. rainfall 21.30 inches, near Logansport, La. 
1936, May 22-29, Max. rainfall 15.Zl inches, at Lagrange, Tems. 
1936, Sept. 14-17,Max. rainfall 25.19 inches, at San Angelo, Texas. 
1936, Sept. 25-27,Max. rainfall 15.45 inches, at Hillsboro, Texas. 
With the exception of the June 3o-July 3, 1932 stor.m and that of 
September 14-17, 1936, no data other than that published inftC1imato-
logical Dataft were used. In those two instances peak readings were 
obtained from U. S. Geological Survey Water-Bupp1y Paper No. 816. 
b. The following storms were also investigated. 
23. 1900, April 5-8. 
24. 1900, July 12-17. 
25. 1900, Sept. 20-24. 
26. 1901, Oct. 7-8. 
27. 1903, Oct. 10. 
28. 1908, May 22-25. 
29. 1911, April 30,--May 3. 
30. 1913, June Zl-3O. 
31. 1913, Sept. 24-28. 
32 •. 1914, April 25-28. 
33. 1915, Nov. 16-20. 
34. 1915, May 26-28. 
35. 1919, July 17-20. 
36. 1920, May 12. 
37. 1921, April 25-26. 
38. 1923, May 18-20. 
39. 1923, June 7-11. 
40. 1924, June 20-22. 
41. 1929, March 12-15. 
42. 1930, April 28. 
43. 1930, Oct. 3-7. 
44. 1933, Sept. 4-5. 
45. 1935, May 30-31. 
46. 1938, May 4-7. 
47. 1938, July 19-24. 
c. THrl: IlESIGN STORM 
1. Quantity. 
lie It was mentioned in Part A, Par. 6, in the discussion 
of Meteorology and Rainfall, that the Buffalo Bayou basin is in an 
area subject to all of the circumstances making possible large storms. 
Judging by the magnitude of the flood that was produced on Buffalo 
Bayou, the Westfield stom of December 1935 was the most intense 
storm to visit the basin in the period 1835 to 1938. However, had 
the 1935 Westfield storm been centered over the basin, it would have 
produced a more severe flood than the one that actually occurred. 
There is no meteorological reason evident why the storm could not 
have been centered squarely over the basin. 
b. A careful study of the isohyetal maps of past stoms 
gives weight to the belief that only chance has prevented the occurrence 
of a sto~ over the basin much larger than that of 1935 at Westfield. 
The sto~ shOwing the largest depth ot rainfall over a large area of 
any observed in the United states (1899 at Hearne) occurred 90 miles 
trom Ho~s~n under meteorological conditions that probably could be 
closely approximated over Buffalo Bayou. Should such a storm visit 
the area, the average rainfall over the basin would be in excess of 
29 inches, almost twice the average ot 15 inches that produced the 
disaster at 1935. 
c. The Balcones Escarpment is a fault zone crossing the 
state of Texas in a northeast-southwest direction, roughly parallel 
to the coast and 150 to 200 miles inland. The zone in the southern 
25 
26 
portion marks a sharp increase in elevation and appears to influence 
preCipitation. The isohyetal maps 01' the largest past storms show that, 
although there is without doubt some ettect trom the Balcones Escarpment, 
there are many stona centers that seam to show very little ettect 01' the 
escarpment at all. A comprehensive study 01' air mass and trontal con-
,~' ditions would explain their occurrence both inland trom the escarpment 
(Sept. 1936, etc.) or coastward trom the escarpment (Aug. 1932, July 1933, 
Dec. 1935, etc.). However, th~ tact that major stoms have occurred on 
all sides 01' the Buftalo Bayou. baSin, is endence that they might occur 
directly over the basin. There are no topographic teatures or atmospheric 
conditions peculiar to the Buftalo Bayou locality that would warrant 
ignoring the possibility. 
d. For design purposes, it appears reasonable to assume that 
, 
the June 27 - July 1, 1899 stom centered at Hearne 01' 34.5 inches may be 
transposed and superimposed over the Buftalo Bayou basin as shown on 
Fig. 22. For comparati va purposes Fig. 23 has been prepared as a summary 
sheet 01' the area-raintall curves ot 10 major Tems stoms. Note that 
the 1899 curve is above those ot 1921 and 1932, and tar enough above the 
maximum storm 01' 103 years ot tlood record tor the basin (Dec. 1935) to 
warrant its use with a teeling ot safety. 
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2. Rate of BaiDi'all. 
a. The plan for flood-control. recommended by the Division 
Engineer in H. D. 456, 75th Congress, 2nd Session~ consists of storage 
with a detention dam in the vicinity of Addicks and channel rectifica-
tion on Buffalo Bayou below this dam. Although various plans of diver-
sion have been proposed and studied, none of them bas been found 
economical in the studies made to date. It follows that if detention 
of part of the flow is included in the plan, the greatest rainfall that 
can occur within the time of concentration of the uncontrolled area 
below the detention dam, after sufficient rain bas fallen to build up 
the controlled flow, will produce the peak discharge to be taken through 
Houston. 
b. studies based on the characteristics of streams in the 
vicinity imply that the uncontrolled area below the Addicks damsite 
would have a time of concentration equal to about one day. As brought 
out in Part B, paragraphs 1 c, 2 a, and 4 e, in the studies of the 1899, 
1921, and 1935 storms t a maj or porti on of the raini'all occurred in 24 
hours or less. (See Fig. 24). The rain falling in the earlier part of 
the stOl'mS whose mass curves are shown on Fig. 24 would have been suf-
ficient to build up the regulated flow from the detention reservoir at 
Addicks, leaving the high rate at the end of the sto~ to produce a 
severe flood from the mlcontrolled area below the reservoir. The storm 
producing the most rain in 24 hours was the 1921 Taylor storm, as shown 
on the mass curve, Fig. 24, and as indicated by the statement in U.S.G.S. 
Water Supply Paper No. 488 that, "it seems assured that some 30 inches 
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of rain fell in 15 hours." Although the maximum rainfall aotually 
reoorded for the storm in a 24-hour period was about 23.11 inohes, 
Taylor was not at the oenter of the storm and the extreme rate, un-
fortunately, was not observed offioially. 
o. Guided by the rates observed in the past in Texas storms, 
it seems logioal to expeot oorresponding rates in the storm that would 
produoe the maximum rainfall of 34.5 inohes over the Buffalo Bayou basin. 
The Hearne rate of 24.0 inches for 24 hours, from Fig. 24, is not as 
high as the offioially observed Taylor rate, and if oredenoe is given to 
the unoffioial readings at Taylor, the Taylor rate was far in excess of 
that at Hearne. Accordingly, it appears reasonable to assume that the 
34.5 inches of rain aooepted as the maximum probable for the basin may 
be distributed in the manner shown on the mass ourve sheet, Fig. 24 and 
marked "Design Storm". This distribution will probably produoe a maxi-
mum flow on Buffalo Bayou above Main Street and indioates a reasonable 
manner in which the rain oould fall. 
d. If 34.5 inohes of rain distributed in the manner of the 
t~esign Storm" on Fig. 24 be used, it is believed that no further allow-
ances need be made for an added factor of safety. It did not appear 
reasonable to jeopardize the safety of the projeot by reduoing either 
the amount or the intensity belOW the "Design Storm" shown on Figs. 23 
and 24. 
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D. DEVELOI'M]NT OF TEE DIsrRIBUTION GRAPH 
1. The Stom of May 16, 1938. 
a. As outlined in the discussion of the May 16, 1938, storm 
in Part B, par. 5 a, practically the entire rainfall occurred within 12 
hours. Excellent coverage of the area in the Buffalo Bayou basin had 
been obtained with the installation of six recording gages by the city 
of Houston. To supplement the City data, the records of 10 nearby U. S. 
Weather Bureau stations were used also. The average rainfall over the 
Buffalo Bayou basin was computed to be 5.53 inches. OVer White Oak 
Bayou the average was computed to be 3.12 inches. The average value 
was obtained by planimetering the isohyetal map, shown as Fig. 21 and 
making the proper computations. 
b. The run-off from the Buffalo Bayou basin was obtained 
from two sources. The Galveston office made observations of stage and 
discharge at the Eureka Cutoff bridge over Buffalo Bayou and checked 
favorably with the U. S. Geological Surveys' rating curve at Waugh 
Drive bridge. (For location see Fig. 2). A complete discharge hydro-
graph of the rise has been.cOIlstructed and is included herewith as 
Fig. 25. ~ins in the earlier part of the month produced a base flow 
estimated at 350 c.f.s. in Buffalo Bayou, and that amount was deducted 
ill the computation of the distribution graph. For White Oak Bayou the 
base flow was estimated at 60 c.f.s. On that stream the U. S. Geological 
Survey records at Yale Street (See Fig. 2) were used. A complete hydro-
graph was obtained for that station and is included as Fig. 26. 
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c. !!.'he distribution graph for Buffalo Bayou as shown on 
l!'1g. 27 was prepared b,. deductiDg the base flow, detem1ning the net 
discharge» and computiDg the ratio of the obsened 12-hour mean dis-
charges to the net discharge. !!.'he method used was the s8DI.e for both 
Buffalo and White Oak BfqOl18. The computed distribution CUl"'t"eS are . 
included herewith as Figs. 27 aDd 28. .As a check on the results, the 
plUTiagraphs, or aurres of 100 per cent l'UlI.-off, were computed and are 
shown OD the sae sheets as the obsernd ~h8, figs 25 ad 26. 
As shown, the curres peale: at the s_ time and appear to be in acco:rd. 
Jtren though the _ 1938 atom .... s conofttrated in the upper end of 
the .... tershed. and was a ooapar&ti Tel,. small st01'Jl, it is believed that 
the derived distri1NtioD graphs can be used satel,. tor preclictiDg flood 
flow for larger stol"llS, Within certain 11m1ts which are considered in 
the following discussions. 
2. Check application of distributiOl1.graPhs. 
a. There are n1BU'Oua sources of error in applying the dis-
tribution graph troll. the JIa1' st01'll to stoms cODsiderably- larger. Pre-
dicting the high water flowtrom Buttalo BaJo. is oomplicated by- several 
cirowutanoes. !rbe exceeding tlatnes8 of the basill pe1"Ja1ts overflow out 
ot the basill as well as tlow traJa other streams into the basin. Probably-
the .ost 1Japort;ant intlow i~ that tro. MoUBd Creek. .All shown by- the 
included protile, I'ig. 29, the creek _pties into a flat :mar8h whose 
elevation is about two teet below the crest ot the c,.pre8s Creek -
Buffalo Bay'ou diTide. Rains producing flows troll. Mound Creek that exceed. 
the obannel capacity- ot the upper portion CT,Pl'ess Creek, cause OYertlows 
across the low d1 vide into the Buffalo Ba70u Basin. SUch tlow occurred 
during the J(ay' 1938 stor.m. and i8 included in the obserYed h7drograph. 
For flows equal to the 1929 flood, there is iDf'101l' tram MoUD.d Creek, but 
no outtlow frca Bu1'tal.o Ba1'ou to other bas1Ds. For flows as large as 
that of 1935. there is 1DtlO1l' traJa Mound Creek,. inflow trom White Oak: 
Bayou, and outtlow to Br&y's B&y'ou. All or these inflows 8Dd outflows 
are highly variable and alaost indetel"ll1iaate with t:be data at hand. 
b. The tlow troll White Oak: Ba70u is as cCIIlplioated as that 
from Butfalo Bay-ou, with le8s obserYed data lI,POn whioh to base reasonable 
est1-.tes. In the IfaJ 1938 rise there was no intlow to the White Oak 
basin trom other bas1Ds, nor was there outtlow to other basins. However, 
in 1935 there was overflow into Buttalo Ba7ou, u shoD. in blue on Fig. 1, 
and reports ot inflow frc:a Cypress Creek to Wh1 te Oak Bay'ou and troa Halls 
Bayou to Little White Oak Ba:1ou, as shOD. in red on Fig. 1. '.rhe amounts 
of overflow are praotically- iDdete~inate. 
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c. Notwithstandiq the ator_entioned sources at error in 
the application ot the Jfay 1938 distribution graph to larger storms, 
reasonable answers can be obtained. The intlcnr tram. Mound Oreek was 
included in the JIq hydrograph, and as that intlcnr is roughly pr0por-
tional to the rainfall, the inflow as a result ot larger storms w1ll 
ettect h7dr0grapha produced by those stOl'll8 in a proporUonal l18DD.er. 
By obta1ni:ag the relation between obsenecl h7drographs and oomputed 
hydrographs tar the sae flood, it is possible to predict the tlow tor 
the desip stom wi'ta. a reascmable degree ot accuracy. 
d. The 1929 stom produced a tlood large enough to test the 
accuracy ot applioation ot the distribution graph, and reliable intoma-
tion is available on the rainfall and run-ott. Daily isohyetal maps at 
the basi. were tumished by the city ot Houston. Those maps were plani-
metered and mean 'daily raintall tigures computed. With the hourly 
raintall record ot the U. S. 1feather Bureau station at Houston as a 
guide, the mean accuaulatiTe raintall tor the basin was plotted aDd is 
inoluded as Fig • .30. By applY1D8 the distribution graph Talues to the 
aTerage 12-hour ra1ntall 'Yalues, a plurtagraph was obtained tor the 1929 
tlood. The oomputed pluv1agraph and the obsened hydrograph were plotted 
on the same sheet and incllJdecl herew1 th as Fig. 31. Because ot preT10u 
rains a base flow ot 350 o.t.s. was addeel to the computed Talues. 
Assuming that all the l'UD.-ott was p:roc1uced by Buftalo Bayou, the ratio' 
at r1m-ott to raintall is 0.8. '1'b.e tlood ooett1cient, or ratio of peak 
run-ott to the CClllputed l~ peak is 0.92. It is not lmowa detiD1tely 
what ettect intlow !roll or outtlcnr to adjacent basins had on the 1929 
hydrograph, but it is known that there was intlow trom Mound Oreek. 
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e. No data are available show1DS the run-ott from Whit. Oak 
BaJ'ou in 1929, so no cOJl1)81'i80n can be made. 
t. Amore valuable check on the application at the distribu-
tion graph i8 the computation ot the lJ3rdrograph tor the 1935 flood on 
Buffalo BaJ'ou.. Ra1Dtall reGards, as outlined in Part B, pars. 4 b and 
0, were available. With the station maS8 rainfall curves 8110wn on 
1'ig. 18, aCOUIIlulati'Y8 l2-hour isolJ3retal laps (not included) were oon .. 
stru.oted and the mean raillfall O'Y8r the basin tor l2-hour intern1s was 
obtained. By appl.y1ng the l2-hour distributicm percentages ot the 1938 
st01'll to the 12-ho'Ur mean raiD.tall ot the 1935 storm, the plUT1agraphs 
for Buftalo and Whit. Oak Bayou were coaputed tor the 1935 s1;ora and 
are shOWD. 011 Figs. 32 and 33, respeoti ve17. 
g. !l'lle aTailable discharge h7ch-ographs tor the 1935 fioed 
are not suttioi.D.tl.7 accurate 1;0 produce reliable results. The Buttalo 
Bqou bydrograph published. ill H. D. 456, 75th OODgress, 2nd SeSSion, is 
aD. adjusted lIqdrGgraph end that portion ot the bydrograph below the peak 
is llot based on actual records. The peak values are probab17 reliable, 
but the hydrographa indicate lower ruD.-ott values than appear OOll-
si8tent with the results obtained with tbe lesser tlood8 of 1929 and 
1938. These adj usted. observed ~rographs are inoluded with the oaaputed 
pluviagrapha on Pip. 32 8DCl 33. The plUT1agraph on Fig. 32 computed tor 
Buftalo BaJ'ou at Yaup. Drive bridge and the ob.erved hTdrograph i8 4 .... 
cribed b7 the cit7 ot HoutoD. as banDS been obtailled flabove )lain street. fI 
(1'or location, see F18. 2). The observed. peak: oocurred. about 24 hours 
earlier than the c<lRputed. peak and i8 about ~ higher than the plurtagraph. 
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The total indicated 1"'I1D.-ott was about 7'" ot that indicated by the 
pluTiagraph, but the relatiTely lower Talue is part11' due to OTer-
flow ot Buttalo BlQ'ou into :Bl:'a7 t s Bayou aboye the cit1'. (See 1'18. 2). 
No OTertlow se.s to haTe occurred in either the 1929 or 19.38 stoms, 
'but there was intlow tram K01md Oreek OD. both occasions. 
h. 011 White Oak Bqou in 193' a stage qdrograph was 
obsened at the LX. ... If. R.R. bridge 0Jt. West 7th st:reet about 1.) 
lIiles abOYe Yale street. A rating cum was deri Ted alao at the ){.K. 
& If. R.R. bridge west ot stude Park. (See Fig. 2 tor these locations). 
Unfortunate11', no stage relation was established tor the nrious tlows. 
Theretore, it is iII.po8sible to construct cOllplete reliable hydrographs. 
Th.e peak discharge obtained by traDsterr1ng the peak stage troll "K. ... 
If. R.R. 1J~idge OIl lfes'b 7th street to the rating curTe at the "K .... If. 
R.R. bridge west ot stude Park b1' the use of the h1gh1later profile 
&gress satisfactOrily with the U. S. Geological SurJ'ey8 published 
est1ate ot the tlow at Yale street. No funher ccapa.rison with 193' 
data is possible because ot the lack ot obsened data for that atom. 
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3. Discussion of flood coefficients. 
a. Both inflows fram other basins and outflows to other 
basins are tunctions of the raiDtall. It is obT1ous tram the study 
of the qdrographs that the ratios of observed to computed peak dis-
charges are also functions of the rainfall. Therefore, it follows 
that it is possible to obtain a relationship that should aid in 
extrapolating the observed data to COTer design storm conditions by 
plotting the apparent flood coefficients egainst the mean raiDtall 
OTer the basin. 
b. The computations in Part E 2, pertaining to the applica-
tion ot distribution graphs to Buttalo Bayou, indicate that for the 
May 1938 storm the flood coefficient is 0.55. For the 1929 storm the 
flood coefficient is 0.91 and for the 1935 stom the flood coefficient 
was 1.08. These values appear reasonable. In tbe comparatively small 
storm of May 1938 there was no outflow to Bray's Bayou. How8"f'er, there 
was SOJll8 iDtlow tram JIoUDd Creek. 
which had so.. retardtDg effect. 
The rain fell on summer vegetation 
In 1929 there was more iDtlow troa 
Mound Creek, no outflow to Bra1" s Bayou, and a more pl'Olonsed and 
heavier rainfall. In 193 5 there was large inflow :tram. Mound Creek, same 
iDtlow tram \fh1 te Oak Bayou, and outfloW' to Bra.7' s Bayou. However state-
ments by witnesses, verified by the topographic features ot the various 
basins, indicate that durins rains as heavy as those in 1935 the entire 
country is covered by a sheet ot moving water. The result is that for 
very heavy rains there is practically 100 per cent run-off. That tact, 
coupled with the various indeteminate iDtlow8 trom. other basins, 
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Ter1ties, in part, the lDlWNal ~lood coeUici8l1t o~ 1.08. '!'he CU1'T8 
obtained bY' plotting ~lood coeUicients aga1Dat mean rail~a1l is in-
cluded herewith as Yia. 34. This curve has been exteaded arbitrarily 
to coyer the aTeraae ot the des1&n storm rainfall and shown by dashed 
line. 
c. Due to the limited data available on White Oak Bayou, 
onlY' two points can be obtained. One is ~or the 19.38 ~lood and the 
otht;tr ~or that o~ 1935. Theae pOints are shown an the same sheet as 
those tor Bu:t~alo Bayou, Fia_ 34. 
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4. Application ot Destp Storm to Bu:ttalo Bayou and Wh1 te Oak 
Bayou. 
a. It ftS pointed out in Part Ct Par. lt that the evidence 
indicates that a stom producing a raintall equal to that observed at 
Heame in 1899 -1' occur over Buttalo Bayou. AccordiDg11' t the Hearne 
center ot the 1899 storm was 1iransposecl 1;0 the basin as showa in 
Fig. 22. !he average ra1n:tall over the basin 'ftS computed trOll. the 
isollyetals. The mean rainfall was distributed in l2-hour periods in 
proportion to the I18.SS raintall curve ot the design stom. (See 
P'ig. 24). B:r applyiDg ~e distribution percentages trom. :rig. 27 1;0 
the design rain:tall. a pluviagraph tor Bu:ttalo Bayou at Waugh Dri.,.. 
was computed, and is included as Fig. 35. There is little doubt that 
the pluv1agra.ph is not the curTe that would actua1l1' be produced b1' 
the design st<ml1 since it neglects inflow from. andouttlow to other 
adjacent basins. In order to draw a curft representing more near17 
the tlow that pl"Obabl,.. would occur. certa1n reasonable adjustments 
were made as outlined in the tollowiDg discussion. 
b. In 1935 the tlow actua1l7 reached its peak about 24 
hours previous to the time indicated by the cOlllputed pluviagraph as 
shown on l!'1g. 32. Theretore, the peak tor the deSign s1;om should be 
sh1t1;ed accordiDcl1'. The value ot 24-hours s.... to be about as much 
as i1; is desirable to use, al1;hough the tendenc7 .... 1;0 be toward an 
earlier time ot peaking tor 1;he higher rainfalls. 
c. For a stom. as large as the design stora, there would 
be overflow from Ifound Creek and perhaps from other areas that would 
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not contribute under less SeTere cODditicm.s. (See]'1g. 1). The 
extension of the floOd. coefficient curTe, shown by dashed line in 
Fig. 34. gifts a Talue ot 1.22, to be used in converting the peak 
pluviagraph Talue to the peak h1drograph Tal:u.e. By shitting the 
peak 24 hours, using the flood coefficient of 1.22, and assum1n.g 
a ratiO of run-ott to ra1D.tall on the Buffalo Bayou basin ot 0.9, 
the predicted lQ'drograph is obtained. as shown on Pig. 35. It is 
possible that the peak Talue is high due to the necessity ot ex-
tend1ns the flood coetticient curve. HoweTer, the lqdrograph is 
conserTati Te. 
d. WhiteOak Bqou presents a probl_ s:1ll1lar to Buffalo 
Bayou., oomplicated by the flow froll Little lfh1 te Oak Bayou, ellteriDS 
at a point below whioh the data on White Oak Bayou has been observed. 
The problem. was solved ill the following ma:rmer. 
e. Wh.i te Oak Bay-ou above Yale street was treated ill the 
same lI8l1ller as Buffalo Bayou. The _811 rainfall OTer the basin 1IB.8 
computed for the J.899 Heame stom transposed ad located as shown 
on Pig. 22, and distributed by the If.a1' 1938 distribution graphs, 
shown as Fig. 28 to obtain a pluviagraph at Yale Street. '!'his pluvia-
graph. shown as Fig. 36. 1I8.S oOllTerted to a lIydrograph 'by using a l"\1D.-
t 
ott factor of 0.9 and a flood coettioient of 1.22. 
t. In o1'der to obtain a reasonable discharge bJdrOgraph 
at the mouth ot 1Ih1te Oak Bayou, it was necessary to compute the ill-
flow trca Little White Oak Ba;rou, a tr1but&r7 with a drainage area 
of about 20 square miles entering about one mile above the mouth of 
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,,' White Oak Bfqou. The basin wu di"f1ded into zones t1'OIIl whioh it was 
belieTed that water would run ott in 8 hours, assu:a1Jlg rates ot tlow 
ot 3 teet per second in ohannels I!Il1d 0.4 teet per second OTer land. 
The aTerage rainfall 118.8 then distributed by usiDg the ratio ot zone 
areas to the total area in the s_ JI8l'lDer as using a distribution 
graph, to produce a pluviagraph at the aouth ot Little White Oak 
Bayou. A hy4rograph was then computed by using a run-ott tactor 
ot 0.9 and tloOd ooettioient ot 1.0. The plu1'1agraph and bydrograph 
are inoluded as Fig. Yl. 
g. By combining the llJ'drOgraph at Yale Street tor White 
Oak Bqou, J'1g. 36, with the hJdrOgrapll a1; the mouth of Little 1Ih1te 
Oak Bayou, a bJUrograph tor the tlow ot the tomer was produoed. To 
transter it to the llOuth o't 1Ihi te Oak Bayou, the ordinates were 
increased by 3 per e_t to correct tor the additional lud inoluded in 
the drainage area: in moving doIrnstreaa one aile. The ma.x:1lml. tlow 
predicted tor White Oak Bayou is 33,000 c.t.s. (See 7ig. 38 tor the 
hydrograph') • 
he With the hydrographs tor Butt8J.o Bayou at Waugh Dri Te, 
and Wh1 te Oak Bayou at its aouth, it is possible to combine the two 
to obtain the tlow below the junction ot the streams at Main street. 
The combined hydrograph is included on 71g. 38. 
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F. OONOWSI<N3. 
1. !'roll a careful study or the isohyetal maps ot some ot the 
largest storms in Texas durinS the last torty years, it is concluded 
that the Balcone. Escarpaent is the zone near which large storms are 
the DlOst trequent. HoweTer, there are a sufticient nuaber ot large 
st01".ll8 occurring &1ftl1 trClll the tault zone to warrant consideration 
ot the largest stOl'll8 in a tlood control plan tor Houston. Air mass 
conditions ewer Buttalo Ba.7ou CaD be tavorable tor the production ot 
the largest rainfalls, as was d8Jllonstrated by the December 1935 storm. 
During that stom approximately 21 inches ot rain tell in 34 hours, 
with approximately 10 inches having tallin in 13 hours. In addition 
to exposure to conditions s1Jl1lar to those producing the rainfall ot 
the 1935 stom, the basin is in the path ot tropical hurricanes w.l.th 
their attendant heavy raiDtalls. 
2. To insure adequacy ot a tlood control plan, the greatest 
storm ot record should be cODsidered in the design. The 34.5 inches 
at Hearne in 1899, or the 36 inches reported tor the viCinity ot 
Taylor in 1921 are probably the highest rainfalls to be considered. 
An adequate tactor ot safety is included in the assum.ption that such 
stODIB could occur at Houston, undiminished in lII8gDitude. The ItJ)esign 
stom" outlined in Part 0, Pars. 3, c and d, is believed adequate. 
3. Because ot the lack ot detini te topographic teatures bounding 
the basins along the Gult coast, the new trca Buftalo Bayou is com-
pli cated by iDtlow troa other basins and its 0_ overtlow to other 
basins. Due to the lack ot d.ti:n1 te intomation as to the quanti ties 
1:-. 
I 
\ . 
1nvolved 1n suoh oTer.tlows. 1t 1s 1mpraot1cable to take them. into OOD-
s1derat10n quant1tat1'Y81T. The qdrographs, shown on lI'1g. 38, .ak1:bg 
no reductions for losses clue to overflow to other bas1ns, ind10ate 
that the max1m.UII tlow :troll White Oak Bayou and L1ttle White Oak Bayou 
with the des1gn st01'll is about 33,000 c.t.s.; t1'Olll Buffalo Bayou about 
82,000 c.t.s. and that taldJJg into account the ditterence 1n time of 
peaking, the flow below )fain street would be about 100,000 c.t.s. Suoh 
tlows would not be possible 'Ullder present natural oond1tions permitt1ng 
overtlow, but 8.D7 flood control plan, to be adequate, should prevent 
the overtlows, especiallT in the developed areas. Therefore, the flows 
indicated bT the l:I7c1rographs DlUSt be oCl1s1dered 1n the development ot a 
feas1ble plan tor tlood control. 
!~ 
{ 
A comparison ot the stoms and ron-ott quut1ties developed as 
a result of this stucI:T verifies in a satistactor,- JIIBD11er those included 
in House Doouaent 456, 75th Oongress, 2nd Sess1on; and 1ndioates that 
tor a sat1staotor,- and sate solut1on of the tlood oontrol probl_ it is 
necessary to oonsider tlows ot the magn1tude outlined. 
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